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It has been a whirlwind year, with introduction of Star 1 to 5 events and the re-
tirement of the OBO system.  Our officials stepped up to the challenge and sur-
passed our expectations. 

Thanks, goes out to each and every one who retrained and took to this new way 
of assessing the skaters to a set standard at the first three levels.  The Data Special-
ists also had to adapt to this change and learned new ways of inputting marks 
into a new system.  What wonderful team we pulled together to assist all our 
skaters! 

Our section has seen our skaters achieve fantastic results this season at all levels; 
locally, nationally and internationally.  From our invitational competitions to international events, our officials have been 
a part of this success.  Thank you! 

We have had numerous seminars and sent officials out of section to aid in the development and support of other sec-
tions.  Overall we had fifty-seven achievements for the season! 

Competitive—Section Level:     Competitive—National and International Level: 

Primary Dance = 2      Challenge Dance Technical Controller = 1 

Primary Pair = 1        National (Canadian) Singles Judge = 2   

Primary Singles (STAR 1 to 5 and STARSkate) = 31  International Pair Judge = 1 

Juvenile Dance = 1      International Singles Judge = 1    

Juvenile Pair = 1        

Juvenile Singles = 2      Test Stream: 

Novice Singles = 3      Sr. Bronze Evaluator Dance = 1 

Junior Synchro = 1      Sr. Bronze Evaluator Free = 1 

Dance Section Referee = 1      Sr. Bronze Evaluator Skills = 1 

Pairs Section Referee = 1      Gold Evaluator Free = 2  

Singles Section Referee = 2     Gold Evaluator Skills = 1 

All of you have contributed may hours to this organization last season and the efforts have paid off in numerous ways.  
The athletes are the stars and they are shining bright!  COS is very luck to have such wonderful and dedicated volun-
teers. 

See you in a rink soon... 

Central Ontario 

Rinkside Chatter 

Spring 2015 

COS Officials Web Site—www.cosofficals.yolasite.com 
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201420142014---2015 Award Winners2015 Award Winners2015 Award Winners———CongratulationsCongratulationsCongratulations   
COS Judge/Evaluator Award—Jeffrey Morden 

COS Officials Award—Glenda Poirier 

COS Technical Officials Award—Kathy Cruikshank 

COS Lifetime  Achievement Award—Ann Shaw 

Peter Hunt Memorial Award—Carol Hopper 

Skate Canada Officials Award of Excellence—Deanna Tomietto 

2015-2016 STAR 2 to 5—Program Require-
ment Changes (Effective July 1, 2015) 

STAR 2 to 5 

Program Length  2.0 minutes (+/- 10 seconds) 

STAR 2 

Jump Combination   Waltz Jump + Single Toe Loop 

Solo Jump  Single Salchow 

Additional Requirement  Turn Sequence of forward 
outside three turn/backward cross-cut/backward inside 
Choctaw.  Sequence is to be repeated four times. 

STAR 5 

A maximum of five jump elements—down one from last  
year. 

STAR 1 to 5—Lessons Learned 
or stories from the trenches... 

 Yes four groups of STAR 1can fit on the ice at one 
time. 

 Headsets are nice but not a necessity. 

 Judge 2 does allot of writing. 

 Learning element short forms and unlearning what 
you have used for years is FUN. 

 Three people can agree on what that element was, 
even if it looked a little strange. 

 I need how many officials for an area competition??  
Is cloning an option?? 

But the most important lesson learned: 
Respect for the call of Judge 1 is just as important as the 
right to listen to the thoughts of Judge 2 and/or Judge 3 
and vice versa. 

Preliminary Free Skate Test—Part 2:Program 

For the 2015-2016 season, the length of the program of the Preliminary Free Skate test can be 2.0 minutes (+/- 10 se-

conds).  This is to align with the change to program length for STAR 2 to 5 as noted above. 

Have you checked out the Skate Canada 
Info Centre—info.skatecanada.ca. 

A great source for test standard manuals and test sheets, 
competitive programs and blank trial judging report forms 

and more! 



Compulsory Dances:  Solo Dance Request by an Evaluator 

 NO solos can be called by the evaluator on a Preliminary Dance skater—it is unfair to ask a skater who is executing 
what is most likely their first ever test to skate by themselves. 

 Solos can be requested by the evaluator at the Junior Bronze and Senior Bronze levels under extenuating circum-
stances. 

 Solos can be requested by the evaluator at the Senior Silver and Gold level at any time.  When requesting a solo 
ensure that: 

 - the skater has completed skating a least one pattern of the dance with a partner. 

 - keep the solo to one pattern if possible—a solo is requested to confirm that the candidate can execute the steps 
 to standard. 

 NO solos can be called on any Diamond Dance—these dances were created to be done with a partner and can 
often be difficult to perform solo due to complexity of the dance steps. 

Creative Dances: 

 A dance consisting of an original series of steps/movements that is skated in time with the music. 

 The choice of steps, turns, etc. are optional but must conform to the requirements for each level*.  Steps, turns and 
movements from other dances at the level of the creative dance taken should be included in the dance.  Elements 
from previous levels and now mastered should also be evident. 

 Music used can be from any of the other dance music for that level of test. For example, the Dutch Waltz could be 
used for the Preliminary Creative Dance. 

 Or the music can be a free choice of music selected by the skater.  However, the Character and Time Signature of 
the music must reflect one of the dances existing at the level of the creative dance.  For example, a piece of music 
reflecting the Character of the Blues in a Time Signature of 4/4 for a Silver Creative Dance. 

 The quality of these dances should meet the quality of the dances for that level.  For example, a Bronze Creative 
Dance should be skated at the same skill level as a Senior Bronze Dance. 

* For further information on the Creative Dance components, required steps and elements for all levels refer to the Creative Dance 
Manual found on the Skate Canada Info Centre Site info.skatecanada.ca under Programs—STARSkate Program. 

Interpretive Programs: 

An interpretive program is ‘A program in which emphasis is placed on the skaters’ ability to use their skills to interpret 
music rather than on their technical prowess’ . * 

An interpretive program should not: 

 Be an Exhibition/Show Program—‘A program in which the music is used essentially as background for a series of 
pleasing or spectacular moves intended primarily to entertain an audience’. * 

 Rely on an overabundance of Mime—‘A series of gestures that convey a theme’. * 

 Contain any Props—‘An item which is not attached to the costume, is held in the hand of the skater, or is intention-
ally removed from the costume at some point of the performance’ . * 

 Have elaborate costumes.  The theme of the program should come from the movements of the skater, not the cos-
tume. 

* Taken from the Interpretive Skating Test Standards Manual—Definitions.  For further information go to the Skate Canada Info Centre 
Site  info.skatecanada.ca under Programs—STARSkate Program 
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Test Days—Did you know... 



Central Ontario 

CPC StarSkate and Juvenile Pairs Judging 
Clinic 

Saturday, June 20, 2015 

10:00 am—5:00 pm 

COS Office 

To register or for more information please contact Beth Begin at 
mbegin@cogeco.ca 

CCCONGRATULATIONSONGRATULATIONSONGRATULATIONS   TOTOTO   THETHETHE   FOLLOWINGFOLLOWINGFOLLOWING   OOOFFICIALSFFICIALSFFICIALS   ONONON   THEIRTHEIRTHEIR   RECENTRECENTRECENT      
PROMOTIONSPROMOTIONSPROMOTIONS:::   

Juvenile Dance Judging Clinic 
July 2015 

Date to be determined—consult COS Web Site and/or COS Officials Web  

Lauren Bathurst—Primary Singles Jacob MacArthur—Primary and Juvenile Singles 

Vitaly Birbraer—Juvenile Singles  Loretta Morassutti—Gold Dance , Gold Free Skate 

Taylor Boyd—Primary Singles  Casey Ng—Primary Singles 

Erica Downes—Primary Singles  Eri Nishimura—Juvenile Singles 

Shirley Fan—Primary Singles  Megan Phillips—Junior Synchro 

Georgia Gopinath—Primary Singles Kathy Robinson—Novice Singles 

Marina Harrison—Primary Singles Lydia Schultz—Juvenile Singles  

Limin Jao—Singles Clinic Leader    

Hayley Laur—Primary Singles 

SKATE CANADA—CENTRAL ONTARIO 
111Snidercroft Road, Unit A 
Concord, ONT L4K 2I8 
 
Phone: (905) 760-9100 
Fax: (905) 760-9104 
www.skatecanada-centralontario.com 


